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FOR SALE is this imposing and substantial six bedroom, detached property offering in excess of 6,000 sq ft of
stylish accommodation that is nestled within the coveted Mapesbury Conservation Area. The property was
built in the late 19th Century and offers an eclectic mixture of Victorian architectural features and light,
sympathetic contemporary styling.
Upon entering the property, its scale is obvious and immediately apparent. Two large reception rooms sit on
either side of the entrance hallway and are both adorned with ornate cornicing and original stain glass features
in the windows.
The second and third reception rooms both feature opening French doors, creating a spacious and light
abundant corridor through to the Conservatory at the rear. A mature and extensive 137 ft west-facing garden is
accessible through both the conservatory and the kitchen area, as well as through the main corridor.

£5,250,000 Freehold

The First Floor is comprised of four large bedrooms
and two bathrooms, one of which services the two
bedrooms at the rear, whilst the other services the
two front bedrooms as a shared en-suite. The Top
Floor benefits from two bedrooms with the rear
bedroom having a walk in wardrobe/storage, whilst
the front bedroom is connected to a Top Floor
reception room with both bedrooms benefiting from
en-suites and an abundance of storage space.
There is also off street parking for up to four cars at
the front of the property.
Viewing is highly recommended through Sole Agents
Camerons Stiff & Co

• Magnficient six bedroom property situated in the heart of the
hugely popular Mapesbury Conservation Area
• Stylishly designed throughout that cleverly combines period &
contemporary features
• Over 6000 sq ft of enviable accommodation on four floors
• Bright and airy rooms due to the large existing sash windows
• White wooden floorboards and high ceilings
• Modern kitchen cleverly combining classic & contemporary
touches, beautifully tiled flooring & granite work top
• Traditional conservatory
• Attention to detail oozing throughout the property
• Used regularly as a location by TV production companies
• Viewing is highly recommended to fully appreciate this
discerning beautiful family home
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